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e.g. McDonald & Roy 2009; Baldauf+2012; JB+ 2015; 2019; 
Schmitz, Hirata, JB+ 2019; Vlah+ 2020

nonlinear galaxy biasing

TATT or EFT model for intrinsic alignments
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IA parameters
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Cosmic shear 
(lensing-lensing)

15

FIG. 7. Summary of marginalized constraints (mean and 68% CL) and maximum posterior values (crosses) on S8, ⌦m, and �8 in ⇤CDM.
‘Ext. Low-z’ data consists of external SNe Ia, BAO, and RSD, while ‘All Ext.’ data consists of external SNe Ia, BAO, RSD, and Planck
CMB with lensing. The top section shows constraints using only DES data, the middle section only external data, and the bottom section
combinations of DES and external data.
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FIG. 8. Constraints on the galaxy bias (bg) and effective intrin-
sic alignment (IA) amplitude from tidal alignment (a1) and tidal
torquing (a2) are shown per redshift bin. Constraints using both lens
samples (MagLim and redMaGiC) are shown. The galaxy bias is
expected to be different for both lens samples, but the IA amplitude
constraints, which are a property of the source galaxy sample, are
consistent. We do not necessarily expect a1 and a2 to be consistent
with one another. We sample over a power-law evolution of the IA
amplitude, so the redshift evolution is forced to be smooth in ai.

and 6 caused a very poor model fit to both models, with
p ⇡ 5⇥10

�4. Based on this criterion, we applied a high-z cut
to limit the MagLim sample to approximately the same red-
shift range of redMaGiC post-unblinding. This change is dis-
cussed further in App. D. The two lens samples are compared
and further details of this are discussed in Sec. V C, but all
issues that have been uncovered appear to be mostly orthog-
onal to the 3⇥2pt ⇤CDM parameter dimensions — that is,
they do not significantly impact the inferred cosmological pa-
rameters, and the cosmological parameters inferred from the
two lens samples are consistent. This resilience of the 3⇥2pt
combination of data and its ability to self-calibrate potential
systematics in a subset of the two-point functions is one of
the main motivations for pursuing this cosmological probe for
large-scale structure.

We find that the DES Y3 3⇥2pt analysis is able to add in-
formation beyond the prior for 15 parameter dimensions in
the model, three of which are cosmological. The cosmologi-
cal modes that DES 3⇥2pt most improves with respect to the
prior are obtained with the Karhunen-Loève decomposition of
the posterior and prior covariance, and are:

p1 = �8⌦
0.77
m = 0.317

+0.015
�0.014,

p2 = ⌦m�
�1.16
8 = 0.49

+0.16
�0.15,

p3 = hn
1.24
s ⌦

�0.39
b = 2.11

+0.45
�0.42.

(18)

The combined 3⇥2pt data is also able to simultaneously con-
strain a variety of ‘astrophysical’ parameters that encode how
galaxies are connected to the underlying dark matter perturba-
tion field, namely the linear and nonlinear bias parameters and
intrinsic alignment of galaxies. Constraints for these model
parameters are shown in Fig. 8. We find slightly higher galaxy
bias constraints for redMaGiC galaxies than in the DES Y1

(DES Collaboration 2022) 

DES Y3 Amplitude consistent with Y1 results, but notably 
lower. 
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Cosmic shear 
(lensing-lensing)

• Observations on real data (direct and inferred) 
• Analytic studies 
• Hydrodynamic simulations 



How do we proceed?
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Cosmic shear 
(lensing-lensing)

• Observations on real data (direct and inferred) 
• Analytic studies 
• Hydrodynamic simulations 
• Gravity-only simulations with an additional IA 

“model” 
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Simulating IA with gravity-only 
information

image: Kai Hoffmann

• Semi-analytic modeling with halo information (e.g. Joachimi+ 2013) 
• IA infusion based on simulated tidal fields and an analytic model 

(e.g. Harnois-Déraps+ 2022, Singh+ in prep) 
• AI/ML model trained on hydro sims (e.g. Jagvaral+ 2022)
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Why use gravity-only sims 
with added IA modeling?

• Complementary approach! 
• Hydro sims are computationally expensive; 

IA behavior can depend on sub-grid assumptions 
• Nonlinear model with physically-motivated parameters 
• Can rapidly produce large volumes: realistic mock 

catalogs, modeling, covariances 
• Compare to observations, hydro sims, and analytic 

modeling
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Simulating IA with gravity-only 
information

Method 1 (genIAL): 
Kai Hoffman developer 
K. Hoffman, M. Crocce, JB+ 2022 
• Realistic galaxy properties 
• Based on MICE and Euclid Flagship 
• Relatively slow: designed for highly 

realistic mocks 

Method 2 (Halotools-IA): 
N. Van Alfen, JB, D. Campbell, F. Lanusse, 
D. Leonard, A. Hearin+ 
• Fewer galaxy properties (right now) 
• Modular, flexible. Applying to DESC 

SkySim5000 
• Fast: can make mocks or models 
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Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) and 
Subhalo Abundance Matching (SHAM)
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Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) and 
Subhalo Abundance Matching (SHAM)
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Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) and 
Subhalo Abundance Matching (SHAM)
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Halotools-IA

Van Alfen, Campbell, JB, Lanusse, 
Leonard, Hearin+ in prep
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Figure 4: The halo-based method for creating galaxy catalogs with realistic IA is shown for two
scenarios. On the left is the preferred strategy when both main and sub-halo shapes are available,
allowing both central and satellite shapes to reflect their local environment, parameterized by the
misalignment angle (✓MA) between the galaxy and halo orientations. On the right is an alternative
strategy for when only the main halo shape is available: the orientation of the satellite galaxy can
be parameterized with respect to its separation from the central galaxy. Reproduced from [56].

Bolshoi simulation [59] to demonstrate its e↵ectiveness and have shown that it can reproduce
galaxy clustering and alignment statistics measured from IllustrisTNG with an appropriate choice
of HOD and IA parameters – see Figure 5. After the initial method is validated, the corresponding
IA modules will be made publicly available with Halotools. As we develop new functionality, we
will make further public releases.

One noteworthy benefit of this approach for simulated IA is its speed. As an approximate
benchmark for our preliminary code, which has not yet been optimized, we used a single core to
generate a catalog of 50,000 galaxies with IA properties. The initialization of the Halotools model
took ⇠ 10 seconds. This step must only be done once, even if multiple realizations are produced and
the HOD and IA parameters are changed. The recurring time to produce a new galaxy catalog was
⇠ 1-10 seconds, depending on which IA prescription was used. Using Halotools internal methods,
we are able to calculate the shape correlation functions on this catalog in ⇠ 2 seconds.

This impressive speed enables multiple new applications. Large-volume N-body simulations can
be quickly populated with realistic galaxies, and this procedure can be done for many di↵erent IA
and HOD scenarios. Similarly, multiple galaxy realizations can be generated with the same starting
halo catalog, allowing the estimate of covariances for any statistic that can be computed from the
simulated galaxy catalogs (including those without simple analytic forms). Finally, the method is
fast enough to directly use as a model in data analysis. For instance, we are able to constrain HOD
and IA parameters by generating a new realization of galaxies at each point in parameter space.
The few seconds of recurring time required for this “model” is feasible for inference with MCMC,
even in high-dimensional parameter spaces. Indeed, by incorporating this IA methodology into
the Halotools package, we will enable a broader range of simulation-based modeling, including the
creation of model emulators (e.g. [60, 61]).

To allow additional model flexibility and to enable the use of simulations where some halo
information is unavailable, we will augment the halo-based model with tidal field information. This
approach is inspired by the TATT e↵ective perturbative model developed by PI Blazek [28] and
builds on our recent work on the Direct Alignment Field Fitting (DAFF) technique [39]. DAFF
connects the measured tidal field from a cosmological simulation with the galaxy alignments using
the relevant response parameters (Eq. 2). This mapping can be performed in either direction. With
a hydrodynamic simulation, we can constrain the IA parameters as a function of galaxy properties.
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Figure 1. Watson distribution model, eq. 17, for the distribution of galaxy-
halo orientation misalignment angles. Di�erent color lines show distribu-
tions with di�erent alignment strengths, `, given by eq. 19.

The distribution of misalignment angles is symmetric about
cos(\MA) = 0. This is appropriate given that we have assumed
a triaxial symmetry of both galaxies and haloes. That is There is
no import di�erence in the morphological orientations between a
galaxy rotated by 180� and its original orientation. In principle,
for disk galaxies, it may be interesting distinguish between parallel
and anti-parallel angular momentum vectors. However, since we are
primarily interested in morphological alignments, and not dynamic
measurements, we leave any exploration of this e�ect to future work.

2.3.1 Central Galaxy Alignment Model

2.3.2 Satellite Galaxy Alignment Model

In this paper we will examine two models for the orientation of
satellite galaxies:

(i) one where satellites are oriented relative to that of their host
dark matter subhalo,

(ii) and one where satellites are oriented relative to the host halo
centric radial vector.

3 IMPACT OF GALAXY-HALO MISALIGNMENT ON
ORIENTATION CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

In this section we show the e�ect of degrading the alignment be-
tween central (satellite) galaxies with their host halo (subhalo). In
order to isolate the e�ect of our alignment model, we begin by
placing galaxies directly in (sub-)haloes, initially with the same
orientation as their dark matter host, trivially reproducing the (sub-
)halo orientation correlation functions. We then vary the alignment
strength of centrals in §3.2 and satellites in §3.3 independently as
a pedagogical tool to understand the response of the orientation
correlation functions.

Figure 2. cartoon of alignment model when subhaloes with accurate shapes
are available (top) and without subhaloes (bottom).

3.1 Gravity-only Simulations

In this section, we use the the Small MultiDark Planck (SMDPL)
simulation output at z=0. SMDPL is contained in a simulation
box with a side length of !box = 400 Mpc/⌘. Within this box,
38403 particles, with a mass resolution of ⇠ 108

"�/⌘ per par-
ticle, is evolved in a flat ⇤CDM cosmology with parameters:
⌦m,0 = 1 � ⌦⇤,0 = 0.307115, =s = 0.96, 8 = 0.8228, and
⌘ = 0.6777. The simulation is evolved by solving for the gravi-
tational iterations only using the L-GADGET-2 code, a version of the
publicly available cosmological code GADGET-2 (Springel 2005)
with a force resolution of 1.5 kpc/⌘. This simulation belongs to
the series of MultiDark simulations with Planck cosmology. More
details for this simulation are described in Klypin et al. (2016).

(Sub-)haloes are found using the phase-space halo finder
ROCKSTAR (Behroozi et al. 2013a), which uses adaptive, hierar-
chical refinement of friends-of-friends groups in six phase-space
dimensions and one time dimension, and tracked over time us-
ing the Consistent Trees algorithm (Behroozi et al. 2013b). As
demonstrated in Knebe et al. (2011, 2013), this results in a very
robust tracking of (sub-)haloes (also see Jiang & van den Bosch

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2018)

• Start with any dark matter halo catalog 
(with or without subhalos) 

• Apply HOD/SHAM 
• Choose galaxy shape and alignment 

based on halo and/or galaxy properties 
• Calculate desired statistics

Nick Van Alfen
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Figure 3. The e�ect of degrading the central galaxy-host halo alignment strength on the ED (left) and EE (right) orientation correlation functions. The black
points with error bars are measurements made directly on (sub-)halos. The colored lines are for model galaxies with varying levels of alignment strength
between central galaxies and their host halo, from random alignments (purple) to perfect alignments (pink). In each model, satellite galaxies take on the same
orientation as their sub-halo. On the right, a fitting function is used to smooth the results.
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Figure 4. The e�ect of degrading the satellite galaxy-sub-halo alignment strength on the ED (left) and EE (right) orientation correlation functions. The black
points with error bars are measurements made directly on (sub-)halos. The colored lines are for model galaxies with varying levels of alignment strength
between satellite galaxies and their sub-halo, from random alignments (purple) to perfect alignments (pink). In each model, central galaxies take on the same
orientation as their host halo. On the right, a fitting function is used to smooth the results.

central correlations. In order to compare the e�ects of these satellite
alignments strengths, we look at the correlation functions for the
central galaxy position and satellite galaxy shape rather than the
full ED correlation function for all galaxies to all galaxies. In this
way, we can better see the e�ect of only the satellite orientations.
Additionally, we set the central galaxy alignment to 1 so that central

galaxies perfectly mimic their halos, allowing us to focus solely on
the e�ects of satellite alignment. All fits discussed in this section
are fits to central position, satellite shape correlation functions.

As shown in figure 5, the correlation function from the model
with constant alignment strength does not match that of the halos as
well as the model with radially dependent alignment strength. We

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2018)

Example: changing satellite alignment strength impacts position-
orientation and orientation-orientation correlation functions.
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Halotools-IA

Van Alfen, JB, Campbell, Lanusse, 
Leonard, Hearin+ in prep

• Built on Halotools (Hearin+ 2015; part of Astropy) 
• Modular, flexible, extendable 
• Fast! ~10 seconds to create a galaxy catalog 

(~100k galaxies) 
• ~few seconds to apply galaxy orientations 
• ~few seconds to calculate correlation functions 
• Can generate mock catalogs for model tests (e.g. 

LSST-DESC project) 
• Can be directly used to make model predictions or 

to train an emulator
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Consistent with Hydro Sims
8 D. Campbell et al.
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Figure 8. Left: two-point correlation functions o�set by 1-dex for clarity Middle: ellipticity-direction (ED) correlation function Right: ellipticity-ellipticity
(EE) correlation function. In each panel, the points with error bars are measurements made on the Illustris TNG300-1 simulation with error bars estimated
using jackknife re-sampling of the box. The lines with shaded regions are halo model predictions made by populating a DMO simulation with mock galaxies
where the shaded region shows the variation from random realizations of the model. The three colors are for three stellar mass threshold samples.

Figure 9. corner plot of central and satellite alignment posteriors by fitting
EE and ED.
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log("thresh) log("0) log("1) log("min) U

9.0 11.55 12.35 11.37 1

9.5 11.80 12.60 11.61 1

10.0 12.05 12.85 11.93 1

10.5 12.68 13.48 12.54 1

Table C1. HOD parameters for TNG300-1

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2018)

Figure 5: Results from a simulated galaxy catalog produced with our HOD-IA method (solid lines
with shaded variance) are compared to Illustris-TNG (data points) for galaxy clustering (left panel)
and the ellipticity-position correlation function (right panel). Di↵erent colors indicate di↵erent
stellar mass threshold samples, and vertical o↵sets have been added for clarity. IA and HOD
parameters have been chosen to approximately match Illustris-TNG results. Reproduced from [56].

Alternatively, with tidal field information from a dark-matter-only simulation, we can create an
IA field which can be used to assign alignments to galaxies. The DAFF simulation technique will
augment the halo-based approach, providing an IA estimate even if some halo information is not
available (e.g. in low resolution simulations). Similarly, we will use DAFF to better understand the
connection between the simulated IA properties and analytic models based on the tidal field.

In addition to developing this method and making it publicly available with Halotools, we will
generate large mock galaxy catalogs with IA, based on the SkySim5000 simulated catalog. The
current version of SkySim5000 is an updated version of the DESC CosmoDC2 simulated catalog
from the Outer Rim simulation [62]), providing a state-of-the-art catalog of dark matter halos
populated with realistic galaxies across 5000 sq. deg. (roughly 30% of the area LSST will cover).
All generated galaxy catalogs will be made available to DESC using the Generic Catalog Reader
tool (GCRCatalogs), allowing seamless integration into all relevant analyses. These catalogs will
enable a range of modeling and analysis validation for DESC during the critical “Science Readiness”
period. In the second year of this project, an updated version of SkySim5000, based on the new
Last Journey simulation [63] will be available. We will provide updated simulated catalogs and will
use this version as the basis for detailed studies on IA as a cosmic probe (discussed in Sec. 3.3).

3.3 Objective 3: Novel probes of galaxy formation and the dark sector

To maximize the scientific return and discovery potential for future data sets, we must look beyond
the current core statistics and standard cosmological model. To do so in a systematic way, we are
guided by the perturbative modeling framework for galaxy intrinsic alignments and bias, described
in Eqs. 1-2. This framework is determined by the cosmological quantities that can impact galaxy
observables and is subject to the required symmetries of the system. Measuring the associated
parameters allows us to determine the astrophysical response of galaxies (i.e. their location and
shape) to cosmological conditions. Similarly, these models were constructed by making important

9

Preliminary
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Importance of halo ellipticity

8 D. Campbell et al.

Figure 7. Left: di�erential distribution of sub-halo radial misalignment angles for extant sub-halos with a peak mass greater than 1012 ⌘�1 ⌘�1" �. The best
fit Watson distribution is shown as a red line with an alignment strength, ` = 0.83. The shaded region shows the variation in the alignment strength for 90%
of subhalos. Right: the dependence of the alignment strength for sub-halos as a function of radial position, scaled by the virial radius of the host halo. The red
line is a clipped power law fit.

Figure 8. The e�ect of sub-halo anisotropy on EE and ED. While all three models align galaxies with respect to the radial vector, the radial IA model uses
subhalo positions to place galaxies while the isotropic model places the galaxies isotropically, and the semi-isotropic model uses the subhalo positions then
rotates them around the halo major axis to preserve relative orientation to one another. Here we see that using the subhalo positions, even if we rotate them,
produces a signal remarkably close to that of the subhalos. Placing galaxies isotropically appears to lose some information required to match the halo correlation
functions with the parameters given.

lations1 (IllustrisTNG), a suite of hydrodynamical simulations of
galaxy formation in cosmological volumes.

1 http://www.tng- project.org

The IllustrisTNG runs used in this work are two uniform mass
resolution cosmological volume simulations with side lengths 205
⌘
�1Mpc, one “full physics" run, TNG300, including all of the com-

plex physics of galaxy formation, and a gravity-only counterpart,
TNG300-Dark.

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2018)

Preliminary
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Need for environmental 
dependence?

6 D. Campbell et al.
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Figure 5. Left: di�erential distribution of sub-halo radial misalignment angles for extant sub-haloes with a peak mass greater than 1012 ⌘�1 ⌘�1" �. The
best fit Watson distribution is shown as a red line with an alignment strength, ` = 0.83. The shaded region shows the variation in the alignment strength for
90% of subhaloes. Right: the dependence of the alignment strength for sub-halos as a function of radial position, scaled by the virial radius of the host halo.
The red line is a clipped power law fit.

satellites follow a triaxial NFW profile with axis ratios equal to that
of the underlying dark matter halo. For V > 1, the axis ratios are
more “squeezed" than the underlying halo.

4.3 Capturing Subhalo IA in Gravity-only Simulations

Show three panel plot analogous to Illustris plot.

5 CAPTURING IA WITH REALISTIC COMPLEXITY:
TESTING THE MODEL WITH ILLUSTRIS

discussion that this is now also a testing of the central alignment
model.

5.1 Simulations

In order to test the suitability of our alignment model for a complex
galaxy population, we utilize the Next Generation Illustris Simu-
lations1 (IllustrisTNG), a suite of hydrodynamical simulations of
galaxy formation in cosmological volumes.

The IllustrisTNG runs used in this work are two uniform mass
resolution cosmological volume simulations with side lengths 205
⌘

1Mpc, one “full physics" run, TNG300, including all of the com-
plex physics of galaxy formation, and a gravity-only counterpart,
TNG300-Dark.

The initial conditions of the simulations were set at z = 127
using the Zeldovich approximation. The adopted cosmological pa-
rameters are given by a matter density ⌦m = ⌦dm + ⌦b = 0.3089,
baryonic density⌦b = 0.0486, cosmological constant⌦_ = 0.6911,

1 http://www.tng- project.org

Hubble constant �0 = 100 ⌘ km s1Mpc1 with ⌘ = 0.6774, normal-
ization f8 = 0.8159, and spectral index =B = 0.9667.

5.2 Misalignment

show central and satellite alignment strengths in three panel plot.

5.3 Reproducing Galaxy Orientation Correlation Functions

6 FUTURE DIRECTIONS: BAYESIAN INFERENCE OF
IA

Show the the orientation correlation functions from Illustris can be
used to infer IA model parameters.

7 CONCLUSIONS

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

APPENDIX A: GALAXY & HALO SHAPES

We model (sub-)haloes and galaxies as 3-dimensional ellipsoids.
The shape and orientation of (sub-)haloes/galaxies may then be
characterized by calculating the reduced inertia tensor for the par-
ticle distribution. We define the reduced inertia tensor as:

Ĩ8 9 =

Õ
<=

G=8 G= 9

A2
=Õ

<=
(A1)

where

A
2
= =

’
G

2
=8 (A2)

is the distance between the centre of mass and the =th particle in the
system. The reduced inertia tensor applies more weight to particles

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2018)

radial alignment to match subhalos
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Need for environmental 
dependence?

Fit 1 halo regime

Preliminary
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Need for environmental 
dependence?

Fit 2 halo regime

Preliminary
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Developing the model 
(in progress)

•include information on environment and merger history. 
c.f. “decorated HOD” (Hearin+ 2016) 

•operate with limited halo/subhalo information 
•tidal field information 
•merge with ML model (e.g. graph NN: Jagvaral+ 2022)
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Figure 16. Projected matter-intrinsic shear correlation, measured in the two
lowest redshift bins of the DES-like sample constructed from MICE. The
amplitudes are comparable to those from our measurements in the dimmest
volume limited samples (i.e. A?F<+ . 0.5 ⌘�2Mpc2, see Fig. 12), showing
that the IA contamination in the DES-like samples is predicted to be weak.

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS1365

We implemented intrinsic galaxy alignment (IA) in the light-cone1366

output of the cosmological simulation MICE to study it as a contam-1367

ination in weak lensing observations. The simulation was thereby1368

used for two purposes: a) to investigate the accuracy of analytical1369

models that describe the IA contamination in two-point statistics of1370

the observed shear at luminosities and redshifts for which observa-1371

tional constraints from spectrospcopic surveys are not available and1372

b) to predict the IA contamination in the weak lensing observations1373

of the weak lensing survey DES based on mock catalogs, taking1374

advantage of the fact that MICE provides both, the intrinsic as well1375

as the graviational shear components.1376

For the IA implementation we use a semi-analytic model to as-1377

sign a shape and an orientation to each galaxy of the SHAM-HOD1378

catalog of the MICE simulation, taking into account the galaxy’s1379

brightness and color as well as the orientation and angular mo-1380

mentum of its host halo. This model is inspired by semi-analytic IA1381

models presented previously in the literature (e.g. Joachimi et al.1382

2013a,b), while including substantial advancements in three aspects1383

compared to previous models.1384

(i) We developed a new method for assigning 3D galaxy shapes,1385

assuming a simple ellipsoidal morphology for each object. The1386

parameters of this shape model where calibrated such that the dis-1387

tribution of projected 2D axis ratios matches observational con-1388

straints from the COSMOS survey for di�erent ranges of galaxy1389

color, absolute magnitude and redshift (Section 4).1390

(ii) The misalignment between the orientations of galaxies and1391

those of their host halos was calibrated such that the intrinsic align-1392

ment two-point statistics F6+, measured in a catalog of LRGs in a1393

mock BOSS LOWZ sample selected from MICE, matches the cor-1394

responding observational constraints from Singh & Mandelbaum1395

(2016) in four di�erent magnitude bins over a large range of scales1396

(0.1 < A? < 200⌘�1Mpc, see Section 5). We further find that the1397

galaxy-halo misalignment for LRGs in MICE is consistent with1398

constraints derived derived by (Okumura et al. 2009).1399

(iii) The MICE light-cone covers one octant of the sky (⇠1400

5000 3462) and reaches up to redshift I = 1.2. The simulated1401

IA catalogs is therefore the largest presented in the literature so far,1402

which allows us to construct realistic mock catalogs of current weak1403

lensing surveys and measure the IA signal with high significance.1404

In our investigation of the accuracy of analytical IA models1405

we focus on the NLA model and the TATT model. We assess the1406

models’ accuracy by comparing their predictions for the projected1407

matter-intrinsic shear correlation F<+ against corresponding meas-1408

urements in MICE (Section 6). The latter are derived for a set of1409

volume limited samples of red and blue galaxies that span over the1410

redshift range 0.1 < I < 0.7 and probe absolute magnitudes down1411

to "A = �20. In contrast to observations, the simulation allows1412

us to access the matter field directly, which significantly reduces1413

the impact of galaxy bias on the IA statistics. As discussed in1414

Section 2, we can therefore study the accuracy of IA modeling1415

with less sensitivity to the details of nonlinear galaxy bias than1416

when using the observable F6+.1417

Our F<+ measurements in MICE show a strong dependen-1418

cies on galaxy color, magnitude and redshift, which allow to test1419

the analytical models in a wide range of possible alignment scen-1420

arios (Fig. 12). We find that the NLA and the TATT model fit the1421

F<+ measurements with similar accuracy when restricting the fit1422

to scales larger than 8⌘�1Mpc as deviation from the measurements1423

are consistent with the ⇠ 1f error estimates. When including smal-1424

ler scales the NLA model breaks down, while the TATT model1425

retains a ⇠ 2f accuracy down to the smallest scale considered of1426

1⌘�1Mpc (Fig. C1). It is important to keep here in mind that the1427

IA signal predicted in MICE is based on assumptions employed in1428

the HOD and semi-analytic IA modeling, which are known to be1429

overly simplistic. However, the fact that the F6+ signal in MICE1430

matches the BOSS observations, even in the 1-halo regime below1431

1⌘�1Mpc, is an indication that these simplistic assumptions provide1432

reasonable e�ective descriptions of the true galaxy alignment.1433

As an additional validation of the simulation we compare the1434

constraints on the NLA and TATT parameter �1, which is sensitive1435

to the IA signal at large scales, to constraints from the literature1436

that were derived from various observed samples of red galaxies to1437

which the MICE simulation has not been calibrated (Fig. 15). We1438

find that the �1 constraints from MICE are in broad agreement with1439

the observations, given the large error bars and taking into account1440

that the selection of the volume limited samples in MICE di�ers1441

significantly from the selection of the observed samples. At low red-1442

shifts (I =< 0.3) the luminosity dependence of the �1 parameters in1443

MICE is consistent with a single power law, that was derived from1444

fits to observational �1 constraints for red galaxies, presented by1445

Fortuna et al. (2021b). At higher redshifts the luminosity depend-1446

ence of �1 for red galaxies in MICE decreases, which is mainly1447

driven a decrease of the alignment amplitude for LRGs. This trend1448

cannot be verified with current data, but might be possible with IA1449

MNRAS 000, 1–26 (2020)

Hoffman, Crocce, JB, 
Secco+ (2022) 

• Incorporate observational 
constraints (and DES 
galaxy properties) 

• Produce realistic IA 
catalogs 

• Measure IA parameters 
and impact of analysis 
choices

genIAL: Testing IA in MICE
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Figure 15. Marginalized posterior distributions of the NLA and TATT model parameters, derived from fits to F<+ measurements for red
galaxies in di�erent volume limited samples of the MICE simulation, shown in Fig. 12. The posteriors are displayed at each samples logarithmic
mean A-band luminosity, normalized by a pivot luminosity !0 that corresponds to "A = �22. The top panel shows results for the �1 parameter,
derived from fits of the NLA and the TATT model together with constraints from fits of the NLA model to di�erent F6+ measurements in
observational samples of red galaxies, provided in the literature (circles: Joachimi et al. (2011), stars: Johnston et al. (2019)), triangles: Singh
et al. (2015), diamonds: Fortuna et al. (2021b)). Dashed and solid lines show power law fits to the observed data from Fortuna et al. (2021b).
The central and bottom panels show results for the parameters �2 and �1X from the TATT model. The horizontal lines at ±2 facilitate the
comparison of the parameter amplitudes by eye.

from Fortuna et al. (2021b) from the KiDS survey for dim and
bright sub-samples (denoted by the authors as ’dense’ and ’lu-
minous’ respectively), that cover di�erent ranges of redshifts.
Note that the observational results are displayed in Fig. 15
across the three redshift bins in which we analyzed the MICE
simulation, according to each samples mean redshift hIi.

We find in Fig. 15 that most observational constraints on
�1 are consistent with those derived from the volume lim-
ited samples in MICE within the estimated errors. This find-
ing is remarkable, given that the MICE IA model has been
calibrated only against constraints from LRGs in the BOSS
LOWZ sample. Predictions beyond the color-magnitude-

redshift range covered by the LOWZ sample rely on the simple
assumptions of the IA model. Furthermore, the observational
constraints are based on samples of red galaxies from various
surveys and have been selected with di�erent cuts on color,
magnitude and redshift. These di�erences in the selection
may contribute to the deviations between observations and
simulation as well as to the variation across the observational
constraints. A more meaningful comparison between observa-
tions and simulations would require the construction of mock
catalogs, which is beyond the scope of this work.

In addition to the observational �1 constraints from separate
surveys, we compare in Fig. 15 the MICE results with two

genIAL: Testing IA in MICE
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Publicly available tools and 
catalogs

MICE IA catalogs: cosmohub.pic.es

[IA modules coming soon!]

http://cosmohub.pic.es


Beyond “nx2”

25

• Higher n-point correlations 
• Treat IA and biasing as probes of physics rather than 
contaminants



Testing the Equivalence Principle

e.g. Dark matter - aether interaction (Blas+ 2012) 
Horava-Lifshitz Quantum Gravity (Horava 2009) 
Einstein-aether model (Jacobsen & Mattingly 2001) 
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Testing the EP with galaxy shapes
P. Martens, JB, S. Sibiryakov in prep.

Preliminary results 
• CEPV can be well-constrained with 

future data sets (e.g. ggI bispectrum) 
• Can be related to range of models 

with EP violation 
• Complementary information to 

gravitational waves 
• Future work: Simulate this effect 

using Halotools-IA.
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Conclusions
• We need multiple approaches to understand 

and model intrinsic alignments. 
• Generating realistic IA with gravity-only 

simulations is an important tool, and there are 
several promising methods. 

• Halotools-IA and genIAL allow us to test IA 
modeling and are able to match hydro and 
observational results. 

• These simulation tools can be adapted to 
include new physics to use IA as a powerful 
new probe.
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Figure 4: The halo-based method for creating galaxy catalogs with realistic IA is shown for two
scenarios. On the left is the preferred strategy when both main and sub-halo shapes are available,
allowing both central and satellite shapes to reflect their local environment, parameterized by the
misalignment angle (✓MA) between the galaxy and halo orientations. On the right is an alternative
strategy for when only the main halo shape is available: the orientation of the satellite galaxy can
be parameterized with respect to its separation from the central galaxy. Reproduced from [56].

Bolshoi simulation [59] to demonstrate its e↵ectiveness and have shown that it can reproduce
galaxy clustering and alignment statistics measured from IllustrisTNG with an appropriate choice
of HOD and IA parameters – see Figure 5. After the initial method is validated, the corresponding
IA modules will be made publicly available with Halotools. As we develop new functionality, we
will make further public releases.

One noteworthy benefit of this approach for simulated IA is its speed. As an approximate
benchmark for our preliminary code, which has not yet been optimized, we used a single core to
generate a catalog of 50,000 galaxies with IA properties. The initialization of the Halotools model
took ⇠ 10 seconds. This step must only be done once, even if multiple realizations are produced and
the HOD and IA parameters are changed. The recurring time to produce a new galaxy catalog was
⇠ 1-10 seconds, depending on which IA prescription was used. Using Halotools internal methods,
we are able to calculate the shape correlation functions on this catalog in ⇠ 2 seconds.

This impressive speed enables multiple new applications. Large-volume N-body simulations can
be quickly populated with realistic galaxies, and this procedure can be done for many di↵erent IA
and HOD scenarios. Similarly, multiple galaxy realizations can be generated with the same starting
halo catalog, allowing the estimate of covariances for any statistic that can be computed from the
simulated galaxy catalogs (including those without simple analytic forms). Finally, the method is
fast enough to directly use as a model in data analysis. For instance, we are able to constrain HOD
and IA parameters by generating a new realization of galaxies at each point in parameter space.
The few seconds of recurring time required for this “model” is feasible for inference with MCMC,
even in high-dimensional parameter spaces. Indeed, by incorporating this IA methodology into
the Halotools package, we will enable a broader range of simulation-based modeling, including the
creation of model emulators (e.g. [60, 61]).

To allow additional model flexibility and to enable the use of simulations where some halo
information is unavailable, we will augment the halo-based model with tidal field information. This
approach is inspired by the TATT e↵ective perturbative model developed by PI Blazek [28] and
builds on our recent work on the Direct Alignment Field Fitting (DAFF) technique [39]. DAFF
connects the measured tidal field from a cosmological simulation with the galaxy alignments using
the relevant response parameters (Eq. 2). This mapping can be performed in either direction. With
a hydrodynamic simulation, we can constrain the IA parameters as a function of galaxy properties.
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Figure 8. Left: two-point correlation functions o�set by 1-dex for clarity Middle: ellipticity-direction (ED) correlation function Right: ellipticity-ellipticity
(EE) correlation function. In each panel, the points with error bars are measurements made on the Illustris TNG300-1 simulation with error bars estimated
using jackknife re-sampling of the box. The lines with shaded regions are halo model predictions made by populating a DMO simulation with mock galaxies
where the shaded region shows the variation from random realizations of the model. The three colors are for three stellar mass threshold samples.

Figure 9. corner plot of central and satellite alignment posteriors by fitting
EE and ED.
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log("thresh) log("0) log("1) log("min) U

9.0 11.55 12.35 11.37 1

9.5 11.80 12.60 11.61 1

10.0 12.05 12.85 11.93 1

10.5 12.68 13.48 12.54 1

Table C1. HOD parameters for TNG300-1
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Figure 5: Results from a simulated galaxy catalog produced with our HOD-IA method (solid lines
with shaded variance) are compared to Illustris-TNG (data points) for galaxy clustering (left panel)
and the ellipticity-position correlation function (right panel). Di↵erent colors indicate di↵erent
stellar mass threshold samples, and vertical o↵sets have been added for clarity. IA and HOD
parameters have been chosen to approximately match Illustris-TNG results. Reproduced from [56].

Alternatively, with tidal field information from a dark-matter-only simulation, we can create an
IA field which can be used to assign alignments to galaxies. The DAFF simulation technique will
augment the halo-based approach, providing an IA estimate even if some halo information is not
available (e.g. in low resolution simulations). Similarly, we will use DAFF to better understand the
connection between the simulated IA properties and analytic models based on the tidal field.

In addition to developing this method and making it publicly available with Halotools, we will
generate large mock galaxy catalogs with IA, based on the SkySim5000 simulated catalog. The
current version of SkySim5000 is an updated version of the DESC CosmoDC2 simulated catalog
from the Outer Rim simulation [62]), providing a state-of-the-art catalog of dark matter halos
populated with realistic galaxies across 5000 sq. deg. (roughly 30% of the area LSST will cover).
All generated galaxy catalogs will be made available to DESC using the Generic Catalog Reader
tool (GCRCatalogs), allowing seamless integration into all relevant analyses. These catalogs will
enable a range of modeling and analysis validation for DESC during the critical “Science Readiness”
period. In the second year of this project, an updated version of SkySim5000, based on the new
Last Journey simulation [63] will be available. We will provide updated simulated catalogs and will
use this version as the basis for detailed studies on IA as a cosmic probe (discussed in Sec. 3.3).

3.3 Objective 3: Novel probes of galaxy formation and the dark sector

To maximize the scientific return and discovery potential for future data sets, we must look beyond
the current core statistics and standard cosmological model. To do so in a systematic way, we are
guided by the perturbative modeling framework for galaxy intrinsic alignments and bias, described
in Eqs. 1-2. This framework is determined by the cosmological quantities that can impact galaxy
observables and is subject to the required symmetries of the system. Measuring the associated
parameters allows us to determine the astrophysical response of galaxies (i.e. their location and
shape) to cosmological conditions. Similarly, these models were constructed by making important
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